STUDYING COMPUTER SCIENCE?

- Meet Computer Science alumni

**FELIX MUCHOMBA ’05**  
Assistant Professor, School of Social Work  
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey

**BRIAN PLETCHER ’04**  
Manager, Shopper Intelligence Analytics R&D  
Oracle Data Cloud

**IULIANA MARINOV ’03**  
Senior Software Engineer  
Microsoft

**SUZANNE ANDREWS ’99**  
Founder/Industrial and Systems Engineer  
The TIE Group

**THOMAS NICHOLAS CARRUTHERS ’98**  
Assistant Professor of Surgery, Clinician Educator  
Brown University/University Surgical Associates

**ELIJAH IRBY ’98**  
Data Analyst and Engineer  
Independent Software Development Contractor

**THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9**  
5:00–8:00 PM, ATWATER DINING

- Learn about their career paths
- Connect over dinner

**FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10**  
9:30–11:00 AM, ADIRONDACK HOUSE

- Talk one-on-one
- Sign up at go/compscifieldguide

YOUR FIELD GUIDE TO WHAT’S NEXT
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